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"You've got some guts. Ever since I entered the Whirling World, no one has ever dared to act so arrogantly in front of me,"

Seymour's tone was cold.

As he said that, his eyes were fixed on Lourain.

Even though Lourain was not afraid of Seymour since he had Jack behind him, he was still facing a warrior at the peak. He still

felt some apprehension in his heart.

However, he decided to straighten his back and say, "You were just sitting down right there, didn't you see what happened? Your

friend is the one who tried to cause me trouble first. Am I not allowed to retaliate?"

As he said that, Lourain's tone was full of anger.

Those warriors at the peak looked down on everyone as if they were ants. They acted like they controlled the lives of everyone

beneath them.

After all that he had experienced, Lourain had met a few warriors at the peak. Every time he met them, he felt the fires of anger

burning in his heart. There was no reasoning with them. It was as if they were the only ones who were allowed to determine what

was right and wrong!

He had struggled so much to get six points, and those points slipping away had already caused him to be incredibly frustrated.

If it was in the past, Lourain would have clenched his teeth and just swallowed everything. He would never have dared to have

any conflicts with these people, but it was completely different this time.

Seymour narrowed his eyes as he looked at Lourain curiously. He looked like he was trying to figure out where Lourain got his

courage from.

Was Lourain suicidal, or did he have other plans?

"You don't look familiar at all, and I probably don't know you. Since I don't know you, where did you get the courage to act so

brazenly in front of me? Do you not know who I am?"

Seymour's tone was calm, and it was hard to detect any emotion in his voice. It was as if he was talking about something very

trivial. However, everyone there knew that Seymour had been thoroughly enraged.

Lourain raised an eyebrow before he held his head high, "There are many people who you don't know. Are the people you don't

know not allowed to reason with you?"

Seymour did not care about what Lourain said at all. Instead, he turned to look at the seventh stage.

At that moment, Jack slowly turned around as well. He looked down with a cold gaze. Everyone followed Seymour's gaze and

looked right at the seventh stage.

Before this, everyone was too distracted to notice Jack walking up to the seventh stage. Only then did they notice that someone

had walked all the way up there.

Was he about to exchange a wooden box on the seventh stage?

"Who is that guy? Does anyone know him? Could he be aiming for the wooden boxes on the seventh stage?"

"Impossible! The boxes in the seventh stage are worth at least sixty points. Do you think it's that easy to get that many points?

Anyone who manages to get that much is at least at the upper echelons of above-average warriors. I've never seen this guy

before, I don't think he's anyone exceptional."

With the power of the recording arrays, everyone could see the stronger warriors even when they had never met.

Most of them had already memorized the strong warriors, but none of them had seen Jack before, so everyone determined that

he was probably not that strong.

Seymour pointed right at Jack's head, "If I'm not mistaken, you came in with him, right? Since you didn't stop your companion,

you must be very confident in him. Who exactly are you two?"

As he said that, Seymour had a very inquisitive look in his eyes. It was as if he wanted to see right into Jack's soul, but he failed

in the end.
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